LIST OF CHARACTERS – EXPANSION PACK #3
(7 optional)

(4 females, 2 males, 1 either)

EXPANSION PACK #3 PLAYERS

THE PALE
RABBIT

Resident of Dreamland
Optional either

BLONDILOX
Resident of Mystic
Mountains
Optional female

METAL MAN
Resident of Osland
Optional male

The Pale Rabbit is a hard-working social worker in Dreamland. This
neurotic cottontail travels to distant realms to learn about different
cultures in order to do an efficient job back in Dreamland. The Pale
Rabbit is well-respected in Dreamland by everybody besides the Heart
Queen.

Casual attire with a
rabbit mask or rabbit
makeup with a rabbit
ear headband and
cottontail as an
accessory.

Blondilox has a rather mysterious past. Many years ago, she arrived in
the Mystic Mountains, found an abandoned cottage, and claimed it as
her own. Nobody knows where this beauty came from or what she is
doing in the Enchanted Realm.

Blonde wig with
ringlets with a
fairytale style dress or
long, flowing gown.

Metal Man used to be made of flesh and blood before he was cursed to
live as an aluminum man. However, Metal Man has a great outlook on
life - given his circumstances. He is always smiling and does whatever
he can to make others happy.

Silver attire, silver
face makeup and oil
can as an optional
prop.

Handel and his sister Greda are vigilantes of the Enchanted Realm.
They live in Charmed Forest, but often go on adventures throughout the
realm to fight crime. They are known as the superheroes of the realm.

Vigilante superhero
costume. Toy
weapons as optional
props.

Greda is the brave vigilante of the Enchanted Realm. She lives with her
brother Handel in Charmed Forest, but often goes on adventures
throughout the realm to fight crime. Greda and her brother are known
as the superheroes of the realm.

Vigilante superhero
costume. Toy
weapons as optional
props.

Cruel Devila is a villainous fashionista who lives in the Kingdom of
Gullyshire. Cruel is the no-nonsense CEO of a fashion design label
called Puppitos. She will do absolutely anything to produce trendmaking fashion.

Black and white wig
with a Dalmatian
spotted coat/robe.
Toy filtered cigarette
holder as a prop.

Dorothea unexpectedly ended up in the war-ridden territory of the
Enchanted Realm called Osland. She has recently been learning how
to cast good magic spells with the Nice Witch of Osland. One day, she
hopes to join her in the fight against evil in Osland.

Long hair in pigtail
braids. Blue
checkered dress,
white socks and red
shoes.

HANDEL

Resident of Charmed
Forest
Optional male

GREDA

Resident of Charmed
Forest
Optional female

CRUEL
DEVILA

Resident of Gullyshire
Optional female

DOROTHEA
Resident of Osland
Optional female
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